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ABSTRACT
Abstract. Robust real-time face tracking is an important and challenging task in computer vision applications. In
this paper, we propose a novel particle filter algorithm to robustly track faces. Particle observations are computed
by considering cue and appearance feature. Cue feature is used to identify skin regions, e.i. face and hands, while
appearance is used to directly label targets. Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC) between an image template and
particle samples is computed to robustly find the face among other skin regions. In other words, the image template
is registered to a frame using particle filter to perform the optimization. Real-time is achieved by using integral
images to compute image features. Evaluation results show the advantages and limitation of our approach.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Face tracking is a necessary step in many computer
vision applications such as gesture recognition, hu-
man computer interaction, surveillance systems and
sign language analysis [Gia09a][Gre05a][Mit07a]. The
presence of noise, occlusions, fast dynamic changes
and background complexity make face tracking a hard
task. We focus our research in the domain of sign lan-
guage analysis, and more specificaly sign language cor-
pora automatic annotation. Sign languages are visuo-
gestural languages used by deaf community as natural
mean of communication. They are studied by linguists
and computer scientists mainly through videos corpora
of persons (signers) in spontaneous expressions or di-
alogs. One activity of these research consists in anno-
tating the videos with relevant informations like basi-
cally, the glosses associated to signs (words in spoken
language associated to the meaning of each sign). In or-
der to facilitate and speed up this task we propose com-
puter vision algorithm to automaticaly track pertinent
component of the signer, e.g. hands and head. In the
present paper we focus on head tracking which is quite
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straightforward knowing that there is only one person to
track in the video. But sign language expression leads
the hands to move very fast, in a rather erratic way and
very often to occlude the face. Head tracking makes it
easier to track hands in the same time and it allows to
segment the hand region of that of the head [Gon11a].
In this context, we don’t necessarily care about the
head pose or the facial features tracking. The solu-
tions like Active Appearance Model (AAM) with 2D
video [Zho10a][Pia10a] or video associated with depth
camera [Smo14a], or landmark tracker [Uri15a], are not
suitable and they do not handle well occlusions. More
complex methods can handle occlusions but needs to be
initialised by hand and are resource intensive [Zha13a].
Many tracking algorithms have been proposed to deal
with these problems. Deterministic methods are based
on a similarity cost function between a template and
the current image incorporating, then, a priori infor-
mation [Bra98a][Bir98a][Hag02a]. On the other hand
stochastic methods are based on a dynamic model of
the system. In the case of linear-Gaussian model, a
Kalman filter estimates the posterior probability den-
sity function [Ste01a][Jan02a][Kir02a]. For non-Linear
or non-Gaussian multi-modal distributions, the particle
filter algorithm [Isa98a] has become very popular since
it solves the limitation imposed by Kalman Filter.
Particle filter tracking algorithms usually use con-
tours, colour features and appearance models
[Num03a][Mic04a][Gia09a][You10a]. Colour based
algorithms have the inconvenient that same model
could be used to represent different objects, e.g. skin



blobs represent head and hands. Other solutions
propose the fusion of several cues [Rad06a][Zha07a].
Particle observations are computed using a linear com-
bination of various features, e.g. colour geometrical
features. However it is becomes dependent on the
coefficients used in the linear combination.

In this paper, we propose to combine a priori informa-
tion with a dynamic model of the system. The proposed
method includes global appearance information, an im-
age template, and colour feature while performing par-
ticle filtering. The contributions of our work lie mainly
in the fact that (i) multiple features are directly inte-
grated on the computation of particle weights instead
of a linear combination of the observation likelihood,
(ii) geometric information is implicitly considered by
the proposed model while computing colour cue like-
lihood and (iii) the registration of the template model
represents an approach on pattern matching that can be
described as image registration with particle filter opti-
mization.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes particle filter principle. Section
3 details the proposed model to combine colour and
shape. Section 4 presents the proposed observation
model to take into account multiple features. Section
5 shows the evaluation performed and last Section 6
presents our main conclusions.

2 PARTICLE FILTER
Visual tracking intends to estimates the state of the sys-
tem that changes over time by using a sequence of noisy
measurements. Bayes filter compute the posterior prob-
ability density function p(xt |z1:t) of the current state xt
conditioned on all observations z1:t = z1 . . .zt with zt to
the observation vector obtained at time t. For a first-
order Markov process, i.e. the state xt depends only
on xt−1 , the probability density function p(xt |z1:t) can
be obtained in two stages: prediction and update. It is
derived as

p(xt | z1:t) = k · p(zt | xt) · p(xt | z1:t−1) (1)

p(xt | z1:t−1) =
∫

p(xt | xt−1) · p(xt−1 | z1:t−1)dxt−1

(2)

where k corresponds to a normalization term indepen-
dent of xt . Eq.1 represents the update stage where the
posterior probability density is computed using the ob-
servation likelihood p(zt |xt) and the temporal prio dis-
tribution, p(xt |z1:t−1), over xt given past observations.
Eq.2 corresponds to the prediction stage where the prior
distribution for t +1 is estimated by the convolution of
the posterior distribution p(xt−1|z1:t−1) and the tran-
sition probability distribution p(xt |xt−1), i.e. the dy-
namic model of the system.

Particle filter (PF) [Bla98a] presents a good solution
framework for tracking stochastic movements. It se-
quentially estimates, using random sampling to approx-
imate the optimal solution, the states xt of the system
by implementing a recursive Bayesian filter by Monte
Carlo simulations. The posterior probability density
p(xt |zt) of the current state xt is approximated by a
weighted particle sample set, sn

t ,π
n
t

N
n=1. PF maintain

multiple hypothesis, i.e. each particle is a hypotheti-
cal state of the object, weighted by a discrete sampling
probability πn

t ∝ p(zt | xt = sn
t ). Particle weights cor-

respond to the observation generated by the hypotheti-
cal state and reflects the image feature relevance asso-
ciated to each particle, see Section 4. The state xt is
finally estimated using the particle set and the associ-
ated weights.

The algorithm consists essentially of the following
steps:

input : The particle set at time t−1 : {sn
t−1,π

n
t−1}N

n=1

output : The expectation result at time t : E[xt ]

1. Resample N particles from the set {sn
t−1,π

n
t−1}N

n=1
to {s′ nt , 1

N }
N
n=1

2. Propagate each particle using the dynamic model
sn

t ∼ p(xt | xt−1 = s′ nt−1) to obtain {sn
t ,

1
N }

N
n=1

3. Weight particles with the image feature zt
as πn

t ∝ p(zt | xt = sn
t ) and normalize so that

∑
N
n=1 πn

t = 1

4. Estimate the tracking result of the object at time t
by E[xt ] = ∑

N
n=1 πn

t sn
t

In this work each hypothetical state sn
t = xn

t ,yn
t corre-

sponds to a state propagated through a first order auto-
regressive process model, xt = xt−1 +η , where η is a
zero-mean Gaussian random variable and xn

t ,yn
t are the

the coordinates of particle n at time t.

3 OBJECT MODEL
Many methods combine shape and colour information
[Ima98a][Mic04a][You10a] to robustly track face
and hands. Face is modelled as a rectangular skin
blob. These methods handle skin region occlusions by
merging and separating blobs. However when hands
fully occludes another skin object, one blob may be
lost. Other methods use more complex shapes, but they
are computationally expensive and time-consuming
[Bir98a]. Gianni et al. [Gia09a] model each skin
body part as a cloud of points where each particle
corresponds to a pixel. Occlusions between similarly
coloured objects are handled using the exclusion prin-
ciple [Due00a]. This method penalizes the particles
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Figure 1: (a) Illustrates the proposed face model. (b) shows the rectangular model lying over the skin
probability map when ρRT is maximal and (c) represents the best matching position for the template
registration.

when the objects are close, so that filters do not track
the same skin object. The lack of shape information
make this algorithm unstable since face filters can be
exchanged during the tracking.
In order to address these problems, we propose to use
an image template of the subject in addition to shaped
model, i.e. a rectangle RT divided in two regions of
equal area (Fig. 1(a)). Rint and Rext define the sign of
the pixel colour probability. Thus the weighted sum of
skin probabilities inside RT ,

ρRT = ∑
∀(x,y)∈R

RT (x,y) · p(c(x,y)|skin) (3)

is minimal when most of the pixels with high probabil-
ity are inside Rint , Fig. 1(b). This representation of
the face seems to be a fair trade-off between robustness
and speed. In addition, considering an image template
of the face, updated up to time, make the face tracking
more robust to occlusions between similarly coloured
objects. Objects are directly labelled using a similarity
measure to avoid any exchange between the face filter
and any other similarly coloured objects present in the
frame, e.g. hands, other people, etc.
A face detection technique using Haar-like features
[Vio02a] is used in this work to initialize the model
size and the face template. This technique has shown
robustness against illumination changes, scale and vari-
ation on facial expression for frontal faces. However as
soon as the face is fully or partially occluded, detection
tends to fail.
The skin model used to compute the skin probability
map is built by using the pixels belonging to the face.
First we use Kovac et al [Kov03a] explicitly defined
model in the RGB colour space to extract a rough skin
sample region from face. Then we transfom sample
pixels into the YCbCr colour space and we use them to
estimate the mean vector µS and the covariance matrix
ΣS Eq.4, of the bivariate normal distribution CbCr that
will be used to generate the skin probability map in the
next frames.

µS =

[
µCb
µCr

]
, ΣS =

[
σ2

Cb
σCbCr

σCbCr σ2
Cr

]
(4)

4 OBSERVATION MODEL
The entire set of visible features can be used as ob-
servation to compute weights. However, it is wiser to
select few features that characterize the target among
other objects in the frame. We propose to use multiple
cues; colour, shape and appearance. Face model gives
two measurements for weights computation. Firstly the
weighted sum of skin probabilities ρ inside RT and
secondly the NCC between the template and the im-
age. The smallest ρn

t and the largest NCCn
t leads to the

largest likelihood function between the object model
and the observation at the hypothetical state n.

4.1 Colour and Shape Features
The first observation measurement takes into account a
rectangular shaped skin blob. First a specific model is
built using the pixels samples from the model initializa-
tion step. Colorspace YCbCr is used to compute the skin
probability map S by only considering the chrominance
components and avoid illumination changes influence.
Let c(x,y) be the colour vector of the pixel at the coordi-
nates (x,y) and p(c(x,y)|skin) the probability of c(x,y)
to belong to the skin colour class. Thus the first mea-
sure ρn

t for a particle sample sn
t = x,y is expressed as

ρ
n
t = ∑

(x′,y′)∈R
fs(x+ x′,y+ y′)p(c(x+ x′,y+ y′)|skin)

(5)

fs(x,y) =
{
−1 if (x,y) ∈ Rint

1 if (x,y) ∈ Rext
(6)

In order to speed up the algorithm and achieve real time,
ρn

t is computed using integral images [Vio02a] of the
skin probability map. An integral image is an inter-
mediate image representation allowing fast rectangular
feature computation. Let S(x,y) be the pixel intensity in
the skin probability map S at the coordinates (x,y). The
value of the integral image II at (x,y) corresponds to
the sum of S(x,y) and all pixels above and to the left. It
is expressed as

II(x,y) =
x

∑
i=0

y

∑
j=0

S(i, j) (7)
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Figure 2: Tracking results before occlusion (a), during occlusion (b) and after occlusion (c). Big circles represent tracking
results of our approach and small circles results of a single feature tracking.

Using this representation any rectangular region can be
easily computed performing basic mathematical oper-
ations. Let Ri be a rectangle defined by (x1,y1) and
(x2,y2), the sum of the pixels inside the rectangle is
computed using Eq.8 and ρn

t is easily computed for
each particle, Eq.9

Ri = II(x2,y2)+ II(x1,y1)− II(x2,y1)− II(x1,y2) (8)

ρ
n
t = Rext −Rint (9)

This measurement implicitly considers geometric infor-
mation since the best hypothetical state (particle) corre-
spond to a maximum of skin pixels inside Rint .

4.2 Appearance Feature
The second measurement introduces spacial distribu-
tion information that is not considered before. This al-
lows to determine where the face is when several skin
objects are in the frame. Several measurements can be
used to determine similarity between two objects. In
this work, we use the Normalized Cross Correlation
(NCC) for each hypothetical state (x,y). It is defined
as

NCCn
t (x,y) =

∑x′,y′ T (x′,y′)I(x+ x′,y+ y′)√
∑x′,y′ T (x′,y′)2 ∑x′,y′ I(x+ x′,y+ y′)2

(10)
where I represents the image and T the face template.
When NCC is closer to 1 the best correspondence be-
tween I and T is achieved.

4.3 Multiple Features Observation
Using colour cue to track face and hands has shown
good results in a controlled environment. However
additional work is required to label each object, e.g.
anatomical models. On the other hand tracking by
matching a template might be time-consuming depend-
ing on the way of optimization. In this paper we pro-
pose to combine both features directly in particle fil-
ter weight computation. This has as advantage that the

skin object is directly labelled by matching the template
and no further work is required to distinguish face from
hands and vice versa. In addition using the NCC in par-
ticle filter is explained, in other words, as an image reg-
istration with particle filter optimization which is not
time consuming, also integral image representation is
used to speed up the algorithm.

Considering colour and appearance measurements, par-
ticle weights are defined as

π
n
t =

1√
2πσ

e−
(k−ρn

t /NCCn
t )

2σ2 (11)

where the parameter σ ensures the effectiveness and di-
versity of particle resampling and k corresponds to a
normalization term.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we present the conducted experiments in
order to show the robustness of our tracker. A data set
containing difficult tracking cases is composed of 4500
frames. It shows several occlusions between the head
and the hands, another person and other objects. Firstly
we compare our contribution against a model consider-
ing only colour cue. Secondly we implement our head
tracker in the tracking system proposed in [Gia09a] to
show the improvements that our tracker offers to the
system.

In the first evaluation framework three experiments are
conducted to show difficult tracking cases. The first
scenario (Exp. 1) shows a subject holding a city map.
The subject fully occludes the face with the map. Fig.2
shows tracking results for the first scenario. Before
the first occlusion both methods show similar results.
When the head is completely occluded by the map
both methods try to reach another skin coloured region.
When the head is visible again our method returns to
track the head while the other method stays in a local
maximum.



Figure 3: Tracking results of our method (big circle) and tracking results considering a single feature (small circles).

Figure 4: Tracking results of our method (big circle) and tracking results considering a single cue (small circles).

Method Exp. 1 Exp. 2 Exp. 3
Single feature approach 32.9 74.1 34.3
Proposed method 86.89 96.73 76.6

Table 1: GTR(%) for three experiments. Exp. 1: the subject
fully occludes the face with a city map. Exp. 2: the sub-
ject passes his hands over the head in several directions and
various speeds. Exp. 3: other person passes in front of the
subject.

The second scenario (Exp. 2) shows the same subject
passing his hands over the face. The proposed method
gives good results as long as a part of the face is still
visible. For example when both hands fully occludes
the face, the results is influenced by the low similarity
measurement. The lack of shape information make the
other algorithm less robust and track the hands instead
the face. Fig.3 shows tracking results of series of occlu-
sion.

The third scenario (Exp. 3) shows a person walking
through the scene and fully occluding the head of the
subject. The proposed tracker follows the subject face
whereas the colour based tracks the other person, Fig.4
This case show the robustness of the tracking by adding
an image template against similar objects tracking.

Table 1 shows quantitative results of Good Tracking
Rate (GTR) for the three experiments described above.
The low rate of the colour based method is due to the

attachment of the filter to local maximum during or af-
ter occlusions. Our filter achieves better results since
the local maximum are avoid by considering subject in-
formation in addition to colour and shape.

In the second evaluation framework we have imple-
mented our head tracker in the system proposed by Gi-
anni et al. in[Gia09a]. They models each body part
(head and both hands) as a cloud of points and allows
filters to interact between them to avoid tracking the
same skin object. The same principle is considered in
our case but we replace the filter that tracks the head
with the proposed method. We conducted the evalua-
tion using a corpus where native signers perform deaf
sign language, LS-COLIN corpus [Bra01a], to evaluate
the robustness of the proposed approach against occlu-
sions and high dynamics within a real context.

The evaluation has been performed using videos of size
320x240 and 720x576. The number of particles for Gi-
anni et al. tracker depends on the size of the skin region
to track thus to the size of the video. We have cho-
sen for the first video 1750 particles for each hand filter
and 3500 particles for the head and the double num-
ber of particles for the second video sequence. For the
proposed tracker we have chosen 3500 particles for the
hands and 1500 particles for the head for both video
sizes. Fig. 5 shows tracking results of sequences with
complex occlusions; two hands occluding the face.



Figure 5: Tracking results of Gianni et al. [Gia09a] (top line) and our method (bottom line). Red circle stands for head trackers,
blue and green ones for hands.

Seq.1 Seq.2
Method Head Hands Head Hands
Gianni et al. 90.78 88.3 74.2 79.4
Proposed method 99.9 96.65 99.6 96.7

Table 2: Tracking evaluation. Tracking the face robustly
arises the quality of the results also for hands tracking.

Results from our tracker for this sequence show bet-
ter performances that the tracker in [Gia09a] since head
tracker do not exchange with any hand filter. Table 2
shows the evaluation results for head and hand for two
sequences of about 3500 frames. Robust head tracking
gives already better results for hands tracking.

We conducted our experiments in a laptop Intel Core
i7-5500U CPU, 2.4 GHz and 16 GB of RAM. The first
evaluation with only the head tracker runs at 30 frames
per second, and the second with the hands and head
trackers runs at 3.3 frames per second with full resolu-
tion images. Hand tracker doesn’t have any particulare
code optimization, that is why it takes lots more time
to process frames beside the high number of particules
used per hand (3500×2). The overall evaluation frame-
work validates the proposed method, shows the robust-
ness of the approach and the improvements of imple-
menting it in a tracking system.

6 CONCLUSION AND PERSPEC-
TIVES

In this paper we have addressed real-time head tracking
by integrating global information from an image tem-
plate into particle filtering. We propose an improved
particle filter based algorithm for efficient and robust

head tracking. Stability is increased when other skin
regions are present in the frame. The tracking is per-
formed using the colour and the similarity measure be-
tween a template belonging to the model and each par-
ticle sample. Since the method uses colour cue and im-
age template of the object to track, the proposed algo-
rithm can be used in many tracking applications. How-
ever when head rotation is out-of-plane the similarity
measure may by low even at the optimal position. In
future works we intend to make our method template
adaptive so that the template can be updated on time.
This method will be integrated in our semi-automatic
annotation framework for sign language corpora to en-
hance sign temporal segmentation and glossing.
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